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Abstract: Management of access rights to objects is one of the fundamental duties of 
access control mechanisms. The concept of object grouping for access control management 
and formally describe new access control model utilizing that idea are proposed.

1. Introduction

Present computer systems have to deal with great amount of data objects shared 
between many users under diversity of security policies. Managing access rights in such 
environment is either too loose, and therefore potentially risky, like in the case of DAC [8,9], 
or too limited for most of cases, like in mandatory access control [1,3,4].

That is why hierarchical models of access control, like RBAC [12], were developed. In 
that approach, flat management of single access rights was replaced by management of 
collections of rights, called roles. Each role represents a set of rights necessary for performing 
certain tasks. Users designated to perform a task are assigned appropriate set of roles and that 
way they acquire necessary access rights which are included in roles they possess. This 
situation is depicted in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Relationship between users, roles and permissions in RBAC.

So far, management of roles attracted considerable attention and much has been done in 
that direction. Role hierarchies, administrative roles [11], constraints like static and dynamic 
separation of duties [5,6] are just a few examples of important improvements in role 
management.

Comparing to that, there is a lack of mechanisms simplifying management of data 
objects. In this paper we will propose one solution to that problem by means of object 
grouping. ■

2. Object grouping in access control mechanism 1

There are two characteristic features of data objects in modem information systems. The 
first is the number of them, which is counted in thousands. The second is that many objects 
share the same origin or purpose, so, from the point of view of access control mechanism, 
users have the same access rights to the whole group of objects. Good examples are files in 
user’s home directory or files of WWW service.
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These observations lead to the concept of domains. A domain is a set of objects in the 
system. There are no restrictions on kind of objects which are members of a domain, but 
natural approach is to group together objects which are connected by the usage or purpose. 
The concept of domains grouping objects is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Domains grouping data objects

It is worth to note, that well-known mechanism of files inheriting access rights from 
parent directory is a special case of domain approach. Files are data objects and directories 
play role of domains gathering files together and providing way of managing access rights for 
the whole set of them. However, this approach has limitations which are not present in 
general domain-based model. Directories form a tree-like structure and therefore a single file 
is contained in precisely one of them. In case of domains, one data object can be a member of 
many domains, so access rights can be multiple inherited from each domain. Besides of that, 
primary purpose of directories is organizing storage of files rather than managing security. 
Separation of file grouping from directory structure allows for manipulation in the same time 
of rights of files which have to be in different locations.

When domains are defined in system, access rights are not connected with single 
objects anymore but rather with domains, as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Relationship between permissions, objects and domains

Now managing of access rights to data objects consist of following activities, which can 
be done separately:

1) adding objects to domain,
2) removing objects from domain,
3) adding access rights to domain,
4) removing access rights from domain.

That simplifies the task of object management and also allows for more flexible 
approach, because above activities can be performed separately, perhaps by different 
individuals or mechanisms, so more sophisticated access control policies can be expressed 
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using the concept of domains. The idea of object grouping is very general and can be a base 
for many specific solutions according to particular needs. One of them will be proposed 
below as an example.

3. Access control model with domains

In this section we define in formal way access control model which connects two 
mechanisms important for simplifying work with access control, roles and domains. Roles are 
used for permission grouping and domains for object gathering.

3.1 Access control components

The basic elements of proposed access control model are users, subjects, objects which 
are used for representing external entities, and rights, roles and domains used for expressing 
security policy.

Users represent people or autonomous mechanism which use the system. The set of 
users will be denoted by U.

Objects are passive elements of system, which store the information. The set of objects 
will be denoted as O.

Subjects are active elements of system. They act on behalf of users, process 
information taken from data objects and store the Results in other data objects. Subjects can be 
identified with running processes. The set of subject in the system will be denoted as S.

Possible operations which can be performed on data object by subject are described by 
access rights. Usually there is reading, writing, creating and deleting among them, but the set 
of rights depends on the characteristics and purpose of the system. In our case the set of rights 
is divided into two disjoint subsets, the set of filę rights and the set of administrative rights. 
The set of file rights describes possible file operations and is denoted as Pf. Set of 
administrative rights, denoted by Pa, includes rights provided for modification of access 
control mechanism structures, like creating domain, creating user or assigning permissions to 
role.

Roles are used for grouping permissions necessary for performing specified tasks. The 
set of roles in the system will be denoted by R.

Domains are used for grouping of objects for common access rights management. A 
domain is simply a distinguished subset of data objects.

3.2 Relations between components

The core of the model is the set of relations between elements constituting the model. 
They are defined by the following functions.

Each user can have a subset of roles assigned. It is described by the function

which assigns to the user и the subset of roles for that user.
Symmetrically, each object is a member of a certain number of domains. It is described 

by the function

S: 0-^2°,
which for each object о returns the subset of domains.
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Existence of each subject is initiated by certain user, so for each subject we can find the 
user who is “responsible” for that subject. It is done by the means of the function

c:S->U,
which returns the user who owns given subject.

The most crucial role for definition of access control model plays the function which for 
given pair (role, domain) returns the subset of file rights. It is function

hF :RxD ->2Pf ,
which for given role, describes the set of rights for specified domain present in that role. In 
the similar way we define function which for each role defines the subset of administrative 
rights. Administrative rights are not connected with specified domain, but are universal, so the 
function returning subset of administrative rights for given role is the function

hA:R-^2f’\
User can have many roles assigned and one object can be in many domains, so it is 

necessary to define function operating on subsets of roles and domain and returning access 
rights. The most natural approach is to sum rights over or roles and domains, what can be 
described by the following function

HF : 2R X 2" -> 2Pr,
defined for U czR and В ć Das

HF(U,B) = \J{JhF(r,d).
reUdeB

With the help of described above formulae, we can finally express access control 
function

A: SxO 2P, : ■
which for given subject 5 and object о returns subset of access rights. It is defined as

A(s, o) = HF (p(c(s)), d(o)).
Subject s has file rights for the object о which are the sum over all roles assigned to 

subject’s owner to domains containing the object. ■ *' > ‘
Additionally, each subject can hdve certain number of administrative rights depending 

on the set of roles assigned to user on behalf of which subject works. That situation is defined 
by the function

Лг(5)= (J/гДг).
rep(c(s))

State of access contro mechanism is therefore defined by the tuple (U, S, O, R, D, A, Ar) 
together with functionsp,d\,c. Schematic illustration of model’s elements and relationships 
between them is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Illustration of proposed access control model

4. Model analysis and implementation considerations

Described model is an extension of features of well-known RBAC model. When for 
each object there is defined single domain containing that object, the model reduces to 
classical RBAC system. In our model, there is no difference between simple and 
administrative roles as described for example in [9], because each role can have 
administrative rights. In the sense of expressive power, these approaches are equivalent, 
because each role in proposed model can be simulated by two RBAC roles: simple and 
administrative, and each RBAC role, either simple or administrative, can be expressed as 
single role in our model.

This model was implemented as a part of work [10] in the networked file sharing 
system and now is being tested. Object-oriented implementation in Java [7] was chosen, 
where elements of model were mapped directly to classes. There were no difficulties in 
performing that operation, so it seems that defined formally model is suitable for practical 
applications. It also appeared that described above state of access control mechanism have 
elegant and compact representation in XML [2].

5. Conclusions and future work

In this paper we presented the idea of object grouping for simplifying security 
management and proposed improved model of access control based on roles using notion of 
object domains. Thanks to that, managing of rights to data objects becomes simpler and more 
intuitive task. . - , ■

Proposed access control model does not have any sophisticated solutions in order to be 
as general as possible and sets up a framework rather than a particular solution. Thanks to that 
it can be easily modified and upgraded with new features like negative (inhibiting) rights, role 
inheritance and perhaps constraints, depending on the needs of security policy. .

Future research will be concentrated on adopting that model for distributed access 
control, where there is no single access control authority but a group of cooperating centers.
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